DJ DAN BLAZE - Large Print Terms and conditions - This is not a booking form.
* Please ensure all details on page 1 are complete and carefully checked before signing and
returning pages 1 & 2 either scanned & emailed or via post.
* Signing of the booking form document initiates a contract between us and you. Your failure to
complete this agreement may result in a financial penalty, in the form of a cancellation fee. For all
bookings you must pay a holding payment for us to hold the agreed date and times for you. The
holding payment is an advance payment of 25% of the full agreed fee or a minimum £100. We
reserve the right to raise the holding fee for any event, but notice will be given to you upon booking.
The holding payment will not be refunded as it is a payment to keep the date for you. Any booking
must be cancelled 28 days in advance of the performance date to entitle the signatory to pay only
the cancellation fee equal to the agreed holding payment. After this time the full fee will be payable.
Failure to pay in full will result in prosecution in all cases to include recovery of costs. The full
remaining payment is requested to be transferred online before the event or in cash at the start of
the event. Cheques will not be accepted at an event.
* All online payments must have a reference code including the event date and your surname or
business name.
* Your booking form must be returned to us with the agreed holding fee and all necessary parts of
section ‘a’ completed, within 7 days or receipt to guarantee the booking date, otherwise we will
open the date up to bookings again assuming you are no longer intending on hiring us. If this period
needs to be lengthened in respect to charity, school or corporate functions, where the raising of
cheques is necessary, we must be informed.
* All bookings are secured with a signed booking form and holding fee. I will never make a booking in
person at another event. Requesting a quote doesn't secure a booking. You will be contacted by
email or text once both signed pages of this document and the holding fee have been received by us.
* I host all parties myself, in very rare cases if I need to arrange cover I only use professional
experienced DJs & Hosts. In which case you will be notified in advance.
* Any prices detailed on my website are based on bookings within 30 minutes drive from my home
in Aylesbury. A fee may be added for events over this distance.
* Our Public Liability Indemnity up to the value of 10 million pounds is held with Hencilla Canworth
Limited, Tel: 020 8686 5050, e-mail: mail@hencilla.co.uk.
* Equipment set up time differs with the type of function. Adults & family require access to the
venue 60-90 minutes before the performance start time. Children's parties require 60 minutes setup time. Please contact me if this is a problem as this may affect the start time. An early set-up can
be arranged but will carry a cost.
* I require access to all venues by van, you are responsible for ensuring all height restrictions are
removed. Failure to do so may delay my ability to perform.
* The agreed performance end time is strict. If you require the booking to go on longer than agreed I
charge £50 per hour before midnight, and £100 per hour after midnight. These prices are not
negotiable. Extending an event is at the discretion of the host as following bookings may not allow
us to alter timings at short notice.
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* For many functions we supply a theatre effects fog or haze machine which contains scented fog
fluid which is tested, to the best of our knowledge, to be safe for asthma sufferers and related
respiratory problems. This can be used if the venue allows. Bubbles are only an option for outdoor
events.
* When booking any event you will be responsible for supplying sufficient electrical power. 2x 13
amp wall sockets are ideal.
* All events are assumed to be indoors with sufficient protection from the elements. For events
where equipment is required to be outdoors please inform us clearly as failure to do so may leave us
unable to provide your entertainment.
* All events are assumed to be on the ground floor, with relevant parking and access to unload
equipment. If this is not the case please inform us clearly as failure to do so may leave us unable to
provide your entertainment on the day.
* Please inform us of the event dress code in advance so your DJ can be dressed appropriately,
otherwise smart casual is standard.
*Under no circumstances will any songs be played that we consider to be unsuitable for children,
due to profanity or theme, when anyone under the age of 13 is present. This is our strict policy and
will not be waived.
* In the unlikely event of theft of or damage to our equipment by your guests you will be invoiced
with repair or replacement costs, to be paid with-in 90 days. Placement of culpability is solely our
judgement.
* Although all necessary safety procedures are followed by us, due to the uncontrollable nature of
bouncy play, we cannot accept any liability for injury caused while children are using our inflatable
toys. The inflatable ‘bouncy castle’ is 15 feet by 15 feet in width and length and 6 feet high so your
choice of venue must have relevant space. The bouncy party package is only suitable for under 25
children aged 5yrs and under. The games show package has no number limit.
* I may take photos or video clips at functions as a means of advertising my services. Examples can
be provided. Please inform me in advance if this is a problem.
* When your permission for photo and video use has been given I will display a minimum of 1 A4
notice offering guests the chance to opt out of being featured in any photos or video clips used
online. A tick box is present on my personalised kids party invites for parents to refuse their consent
for you and me to take and share photos on social media.
* Any images taken by our photo booth may be used in our marketing. Otherwise please let me
know if you wish to purchase the copyright to photos from your event.
* If there are specific songs you wish played e.g. first dance at weddings, please write them clearly
on the back of your booking form or send over a list as an e-mail. Please also note any special
requirements or extra information you think we may need. A listing of my karaoke backing tracks
can be viewed on my website.
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